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MODELS OF NATIONAL SETTLEMENT SYSTEMS: A ｐｒｅｌｉｉｾｉｎａｒｙ PERSPECTIVE
ｲｾＮ Cordey- Hayes
1. Introduction: The Problem and Approach
1.1 Most developed countries are concerned with prob-
lems of lagging regions, uncontrolled ｭ ･ ｾ ｲ ｯ ｰ ｯ ｬ ｩ ｴ ｡ ｮ expansion
and population growth and it is r>ecoming increasingly recognized
that these problems should be ｾ ｡ ｣ ｫ ｬ ･ ､ ｴ ｯ ｧ ･ ｴ ｨ ｾ ｲ as part of a na-
tional settlement strategy. Individual countries, however, have
very different national settlement concerns due to their differ-
ine size, location of resources, age of industrialization, and
rates of population growth. For example, the United Kingdom is
a Geographically small country, with a well developed ｩ ｮ ｦ ｲ ｡ ｳ ｴ ｲ ｵ ｣ ｾ
ture, relati vely 10\'1 population gro\'lth rate, and has been indus-
trialized (and urbanized) for over a century. It has few options
for maj or ｣ ｩ Ｑ ｡ ｮ ｧ ･ ｾ ［ to its distribution of population and economi c
activity. However, the U.K. is vitally concerned with problems
of regional imbalances in opportunities, and also with the evalu-
ation of the regional implications of the discoveries of large
oil deposi ts i.n the seas surl"'oundine its peri phel'al areas. In
contra.st, Canadr:t and the Sovi.et Union are laJ'ge coulltries, \.7i th
vast natura] resources deponited in uninhabited areas, and with
relatively rapidly growing popuJations--both countr1es have tany
opti ons for expandinr; and chanc:i ng their' nati (lnal s ett lement dis-
tributions. Therefore, the national ｾ ･ ｴ ｴ ｬ ･ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ strategies cf
individual caWltries are JikeJy to be very different, except in
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ｳ ｾ far that each will be concerned with the pursuit of national
grm'lth, promotion of inter-regional equity, and wi th
quality of life goals.
ｧ ･ ｮ ･ ｲ ｡ ｾ
I
\
I
1.2 But given this need for national settlement strategy,
the practical problems of rnanaginB economic and demographic
growth in balance within ｾ ｮ ､ between cities and regions are formi-
dabJe. The decision-maker finds that goals and ob.jc:ctives are
difficult to define, are multidimensional and may conflict one
with another, and various ｴ ｾ ｡ ､ ･ Ｍ ｯ ｦ ｦ ｳ have to be made. Conflicts
may arise between national and:regional goals, between economic,
social and political objectives, between regional equity and indivi-
dual equity etc. In this situation there iD a need for ｲ ｮ ･ ｴ ｨ ｯ ､ ｯ ｬ ｯ ･ ｩ ･ ｾ
which enable ｴ ｾ ･ decision-maker to conduct policy experiments,
ｴ ｨ ｲ ｯ ｵ ｾ ｊ ｡ ｮ ｡ ｬ ｹ ｺ ｩ ｮ ｾ and comparing the effects and repercussions of
｡ ｬ ｴ ･ ｲ ｮ ｡ ｾ ｩ ｶ ･ courses of action. But the lack of understanding of
how a system of interacting city-regions function is a major
constraint. We need to know much more about spatial-economic
processes through time, and of the relationship bet'.-leen various
settlcIT2nt patterns and quality of life aspects. National
setUocl,;:o:nt pol icy is thercfore likely to be a [';oal-opientec, prag-
matic cvti.vity \dth for'r.ml methodolor.,)' inter.rated. with more intuitiv::
ｦ ｏ ｲ ｌ ｾ ｛ ［ of' ｡ ｮ ｡ ｬ ｾ Ｇ ｳ ｩ ｾ and decision-ma.king. Therefore, as "lell as iden-
tifyinC atld testing policy options, the activity of modcl building
needs to be a structured learning process which aims to provide
a COT!:mon concept ".lal fra.m0l'lOrk" for both the researche l' and the
pla:-.r;C'l"' ｩｮｶｯｬｶＨｾ､ in the strategic annlysis of nrotioT',11 settlerr:ent
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look at the 'whole system' with the traditional approach of science
that is based on breaking dO\'m global problems into discl"'ete and
\
soluble ones. It is based on a hierarchical, iterative, learning
form of urban analysis that may involve simulation methods a,t
some iterations and optimization approaches at ｯ ｴ ｨ ･ ｲ ｳ ｾ Ｊ
1.3 For these general reasons the initial aim of tbe
modelling side of our research should be to evaluate critically
and to assess the potentiality of various theories and methodologies
for development and application to policy-oriented analysis of
ｵ ｲ ｾ ｡ ｮ settlement sy3tems. It should not aim at a protracted and
maj or reviel·J and inventory of, for example, the extensive Ii tera-
tures of regional economics and central place theory. With this
emphasis on potentiality for development, this note takes an
･ ｹ Ｎ ｴ ｲ Ｐ ｾ ｣ ｬ ｹ brief first perspective of some relevant literature to
highlight areas where our December Conference paper is likely to ｦ ｯ ｣ ｵ ｾ
This sbould he]p us now begin to select invited papers on topics
which we consider of particular importance and which need
to be considered in some detail. Also it identifies where our
background paper is likely to be weakest, and where we may
need he]p. Some pointers for our research on models of national
sett.leni'":nt ｳ ｹ ｳ ｴ Ｈ ｾ ｭ ｳ Cl.re given, but these viill be considered in
more detail in a separate note.
---_._------------_._-----_._--------------
*Dctai Is of this approach and hO\'l it at tempts to integ:r'ate
. 1 4 ' ｾ ｴＢｾＧ '1 J" , -Sl.r.1u.aC1.on ,....no ｏ ｾ Ｉ :tnn:t.avl.on 'In 1 be outlrJSO In ;t ｦ Ｚ Ｚ ｾ ｰ ｡ ｲ ＿ Ｚ Ｇ ［ ･
, ｾ t t' I' t' r- • •noee. UU 'ne a!Jp lca-lon 0.1. the J.tera.tJ\'c appr-c1acL to stl'(J"te-
gic pln:ming at t.he County level is described in, foT' examp:1 e ,.
Masney 3nd ｾ Ｐ ｲ ､ Ｙ ｹ Ｍ ｅ ｮ ｹ ･ ｳ ｳ Ｑ Ｙ Ｗ Ｑ ｾ
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2'. Theories of Urban Size Distribution
2.1 City size distributions have been studied by
many researchers but no really adequate theories exist.
There are a number of complementary approaches and these have
been ｲ ｾ ｣ ･ ｮ ｴ ｬ ｹ reviewed by Mills (1972) and Richardson (1973).
Essentially there are two types of theory to describe the
ｯ ｢ ｳ ･ ｲ ｶ ｾ ､ regularities in the distribution of city sizes.
These 2re:
Ｈ ｾ Ｉ Deterministic economic analysis based on demand
thresholds and the range of goods. These concepts of threshold
and range can be used to stratify cities into regular hierarchies
which approximately reproduce the observed distributions of
city s5zes. The papers of Beckman (1958, 1970) and Tinbergen
(1968) are the seminal works of modern approaches to an
economic explanation of city size distributions; and
(ii) Stochastic models based on the hypothesis that the
size of an urban area is determined by the product of a large
number of random variables. This produces a growth pattern in
which 0rowth is proportional to existing city size and which
result.; in a 1oc-normal distribution of city sizes (Simon 1955).
Both these approaches (and their variants) are essentially
static and retrospective, and certainly do not provide an
｡ ､ ･ ｱ ｵ ｡ ｾ ･ framework for the analysis of interventions to be made
to the working of a system of post-industrial ｣ ｩ ｴ ｾ ･ ｳ Ｎ However, thE
approaches are useful in that they draw some attention to the
strong functional interdependencies that exist between a set of
city ｲ ｾ ｧ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｳ ［ that is, agglomeration economies operate
｢ ･ Ｂ Ｍ Ｇ Ｎ Ａ ･ ｾ 'citiE's Ｚ ｾ ｳ \·iell as within. One of ｴ ｨ ｾ fundamental i"lter-
-5-
dependencies that has been stressed in some of the more
recent approaches to city-size distributions is the spatial
diffusion of innovation in a hierarchical fashion from larger
to smaller cities (Berry, 1972). These (and other) systemic
functions of urban hierarchies comprise one area where we
may wish to invite a contributed paper, provided it is
integrated with policy oriented questions of the type:
Is there evidence of a re-structuring from a hierarchical dis-
tribution to a ｭｾｧ｡ｬｯｰｯｬｩｴ｡ｮ form, or to a more uniform distribu-
tion of ｣ ｩ ｾ ｹ sizes? ｾ ｾ ｡ ｴ are the causes and implications of the
restructurinB? Is it desirable change ••• ?
2.2 Another possible interest is the integration of a
MHrkov modelling approach to city size distributions with ohserved
ｭ ｩ ｲ ｾ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ patterns to give estimates of ｦ ｾ ｴ ｵ ｲ ･ city size dis-
tributions. Thi3 could begin to provide a methodology "lhich
I
gives some indication if current migration patterns do point to
a restructurine of city size distributions, or merely indicate
a growth of one city and decline of another but with no overall
chanGe 'in the ､ ｩ ｾ ｴ ｲ ｩ ｢ ｵ ｴ Ｎ ｩ ｯ ｮ Ｎ Some researchers arf,ue that migra-
tion fe:'!oul':'i l!IE:d-j urn Bized tOHl'lS and this ",ill produce a ｉｾｯｲＧＺｾ
uniform distribn1"ion of city sizes of around 100-200,000 popula-
tion (Lever, 1973). Others consi del" that this is la.rgelY a re-
fleeti 0;1 of sub- urhaniza tion and that strong inter-dependencies
and economies ex:tst betNcen ci ties of this size and neighbouring
)r.,!"'.t"'_·r.n!.c·'.... J·tnr'.. CnI1-v'r:-<>.-·. 1·· tJ.·mates of the ]or:n- ferro' l·r-')lJ.·c"'tJ·ons
- - - ｾ - , > ｉｾ • .l{: v '" Ｎ Ｚ ｾ ::l .l
ｾ '.' ｾ c· c· :.- ..,. .. •• ｾ t . f j, f . l-o. t·.X.J., .• ｬｮｾ ....1[;:,:. lOn p::J.CCC'l'!1S 01' CJ,,-,y
': . ｾ .
､ｩｳｴｲｩｴ｡ｴｩＸｾｳ can
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be looked upon in two ways. They can be con3idered to provide
I
a pointer to the settlement pattern that may occur without ｾ ｯ ｬ ｩ ｣ ｹ
i
actions, and this provides a background against 1Jlhicb various
settlement policies may be compared. Alternatively, in a more
normative sense, some may consider that migration is a process
in which people are demonstrating their preferences amongst
various existinr settlement types and that the projection
of these is in some sense a positive guide for ｰ ｯ ｬ ｩ ｣ ｹ Ｎ Ｈ ｒ ｩ ｣ ｨ ｡ ｲ ､ ｳ ｯ ｮ ｾ Ｑ Ｙ Ｗ ｾ
2.3 However, the more general area of theories of city
size diGtributiolls \..rill .10t be considered in detail in the
December paper, partly because it underemphasizes spatial aspects of
inter-dependence but more importantly its static and retrospective
conception give' little insight for policy. Also "satisfactory,
econemic growth RS well as individual happiness of the inha-
bitants of a country are compatible with "Tide differences in
the degree of spatial concentration of the popUlation and its
economic activities·--thcre is a wide range of indifference, we
need to explore where the boundaries of this range lie (von 50ventcr,
1971). A comparison of the settlement patterns of France and
ｾ Ｇ ［ ･ ｳ ｴ Gel:many support such a conclusion. There is no "optimum
opt:ir:,orwn" of ci ty size distributions, but national settlement
'policy needs to take account of the strong functional interde-
pendcnci es' that exis t bet,...een citi es, and ｨ ｏ ｾ ｩ these may chanf!:e
over time and may lea.d to a restructuring of city sizes. The
ｾｪ･ｸｴ section considers models \'lhj ch aim to mode] these econ')mic
intel'depcndellcieG explicitly.
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3. ' ｉｮｴ･ｲＭｲ･ｾｩｯｮ｡ｬ economic' models
3.1 These include classical economic models based
on international trade theory, inter-regional input-output
analysis and the multi-sector development planning models
of Tinbergen and his associates. Richardson (1973) has given
a recent summary. and evaluation of these methods within
a regional ｾ ｲ ｯ ｷ ｴ ｨ theory context. Although the latter two
approaches can make useful contributions to national settlement
policy, each has major limitations. Inter-regional input-output
is a very ｶ ｾ ｲ ｳ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｬ ･ tool with potential application to a wide
variety of problems of direct relevance to ｮ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｾ ｡ ｬ settlement
policy. Also the Sixth International Conference on ｉ ｮ ｰ ｵ ｴ ｾ ｏ ｵ ｴ ｰ ｵ ｴ
Techniques (191'1) made clear that the ｡ ｰ ｰ ｲ ｯ ｾ ｣ ｨ is being developed
in many countr·ics. For example Granberg (1974)
considers that:
The territorial aspects of functionines of the USSR economy
are certain to be taken into account when constructing models
(or systems of models) of the national economy. Building of inter-
rer:ionaJ inter-'industry models is one of possible \'/ays of solving
Ben<?PCil problElIm; of territorial national cconomi c planning in oup
country.
Other applications include the assessment of a)ter-
native policies to achieve economic developmerit in the Italian
South. FurtherrFrench scho)ars have concentrated on the use of
input-output methods and ｩ ｮ ｴ ｣ ｲ Ｍ ｩ ｾ Ｉ ､ ｵ ｳ ｴ ｲ ｾ linkages in ntudyin[!' andloI'
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｡ ｰ ｰ ｬ ｹ ｩ ｮ ｾ growth pole concepts--although Lasuen suggests that this
fails to recognize the essential dynamics of the growth pole
concept, and simply leads to a search for industries with
•super-nultipliers '. Input-output analysis has also been used
to examine the effects of a planned major expansion of an existing
town in the U.K •. OJ!orrison, 1973).
3.2 But basically, inter-regional input-output models are
demand models which give little consideration to the movement
of firms and people between regions (although in principle
it is possible to use an input-output table linked to migration
and economic activity location sUbmodels, Harris 1970). The methods
assume constant technical coefficients and unchanging trade patterns.
And the approach is. perhaps conceptually more of a data-structuring
and forecasting methodology appropriate to detailed analyses of one-
off case studies, than a versatile theoretical framework for the
general analysis of national settlement systems. Apart from theo-
retical drawbacks, inter-regional input-output analyses (particu-
lar1y if dynamic) pose major data.problems.
3.3 Inter-regional multisector models (Tinbergen,1964;
Bos, Ｑ ｾ ｉ ｇ Ｘ Ｉ ｣ ｬ ｬ Ｂ Ｇ ｾ ｣ ｯ ｮ ｣ Ｈ ｾ ｲ ｮ ･ ､ "lith working out optimal rceional-sec-
toral distributions of economic activity for aChieving maximum
economic growth "rhilst at the same time meeting specified regional
income targets. The problem of allocating resources amongst
regions and sectors is directly related to national ｳ ･ ｴ ｴ ｬ ･ ｾ ･ ｮ ｴ
s trater;ies, hut so far the '-lork on these ,modeIs has' been 11 ighly
rnatbcI!.. ｲｾｴｩ｣｡ｬＮ rd.c:hardson (1973) also sUGGests t!!at: "its dElta
requirements are heavy, and it is doubtful \':hcther the solu.tion
. I
of Ｇ Ｚ ｾ Ｌ ･ Ｚ Ｂ Ｌ ｾ Ｈ Ｑ Ｐ ｊ C'a:, provide morc than c)"'udc and hl'Ofld ［ｾｵｩ｣｣ＺｬｩｮｾＸ
for planning decisions". It is also exclusively concer'ned Ｇ ｶ ｾ Ｚ ［ Ｚ ｴ ｨ
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the trade off between regional equity and national economic
effj ciency, whereas "the spectrum of regional policy goals
is too broad to be reflected in a set of regional income targets.
In particular, the satisfaction of locational preferences and
other social goals cannot be easily converted into such targets"
3.4 Despite the above lirnitationn and lack of
direct application to national settlement policy, both the input-
output and multisector methodologies are potentially useful and
are of longer term interest. However, the literature in these
areas is extensive and specialized and it may be sensible to
invite a paper'from the Netherlands School (Paelinck,
or Klaassen) on 'the application of ｩ ｮ ｴ ･ ｲ Ｍ ｲ ･ ｧ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｾ ｬ economic
models to national settlement policy'.
3.5
aree 1" " ".- .
An important question in this regional economics
How can deterministic static location theory be linked
with the dynamics of inter-regional growth? Two loosely ar-
ticulated approaches are currently available; these are gro\'lth-
pole theory and the Tinbergen-BBs urban hierarchy model. nut
as Richardson ccrrectly argues both have an inadequate treatment
of time and have poorly formulated conceptions of the processes
of growth and interaction.
3.6 Klao.ssen (1973) has attempted to formalize gro\'lth
pole: tbcory by int.roducing a concept of 'attractiveness' to
rep)'escnt the 8>:tent to '-thich industrial linkaGes ｩ ｮ ｦ ｬ ｵ ｣ ｮ ｣ ｴ ｾ ｴ ｨ ｾ
spnti nl distJ'ibution of acti vi ties through SUP?];.r considerations.
That. is) the ｰ ｲ ｣ ｾ ［ ･ ｮ ｣ ･ of one sectC"lr JTlay often stimulritc ClCt..; vi ty
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(essentially the transport and communication costs of inter-
mediate products), and 'location profiles'. Paelinck (1973)
has recently integrated this attraction analysis into what is
basically a control theory framework to gi ve "rJIodels of
Multi-reeional Economic Policy, Based on Attraction Analysis".
Paelinck argues that:
"Compared with more classical methods (multiregional input-
output), the methods now set forth have the following advantages:
a. integration of supply factors with demand factors, so that
the effect of creating iridustrial 'complexes can be taken
into account;
b. explicit integration of measures of ｲ ･ ｲ ｲ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｾ ｬ economic
policy;
c. it is possible to determine the effects of infrastructural
policy (as the ｾ ｴ ｴ ｲ ｡ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ concepts are a function of
economic distance);
d. external effects, initiated in one region and communicated
to others (spill-over) are inte6rated into the model,
as are classical links by the flows of inter-regional
trade".
3.7 This approach appears potentially very useful but much
has still to be achieved with this model both in the exposi-
tion of the mathematical approach and in the application of
these ideas in practice. Nonetheless, the model forms the
base of the project FLEUR (Eacteurs de Localisation en Europe
Occidentale) which is a study being undertaken by the
Netherlands Economic. Institute and sponsored by the European
-11-
Economic Community.
3.8 If we invite a paper on the application of these
ideas to national settlement policy, then we should ask that
a number of explicit policy questions be included. For example,
what are the characteristics .of the leading industries that
catalyse the clustering effects? rfuat are the spatial and
sectoral inter-relations that are most important for national
- .
settlclTlent policy? How important is it to build up the transport
infra-structure of lagging regions? What controls and incentives
are likely to be most effective in influencing the scale and
pattern of development of economic activity?
4. MUlti-region Demographic Models
4.1 Recently several papers have focussed on mu1ti-
regional demographic models (Alonso, 1973; Rees and Wilson, 1973,
19711). The '-lork of Alonso in particular considers ,the explicit
evaluation of a variety of alternative national settlement po-
licies. These papers are expected to form an important part
df our ｾ ｡ ｣ ｫ ｧ ｲ ｯ ｵ ｾ ､ paper, and we should also invite contributed
papers from Alonso and Wilson. A detailed evaluation of these
ｭ ･ ｴ ｨ ｯ ､ ｾ has been made and will be produced as a separate note.
ｏ ｾ ｾ • {" b'" "hnJy VC1'Y ,)rle. 0 serVCl"lons are glv:en ere .
4.2 . Hess and Wilson generalize the earlier matrix methods
of population forecasting (Rogers 1966, 1966) and integrate
these ':'i th concepts 'of ｴ ｩ ｲ ｮ ･ Ｍ ｯ ｲ ｩ ｾ ｮ ｴ ･ ､ accounting: to yield an
1 " ' •. 1 l' {" .e ･ｰｈｬｾＮ anc rlf>:·rovs ｉ ｮ Ｌ Ｎ ｾ ･ ｲ Ｍ Ｍ ｲ ｣ ｧ Ｎ ｬ ｯ ｮ ｡ popu a:j on .. oI"l:Castlng ｾ ｉ ･ ｴ ｨ ｯ Ｍ
As yet the ｷ ｯ ｲ ｾ has had little ﾷ ｏ ｙ Ｗ Ｂ Ｇ Ａ Ｂ Ｇ ﾷ Ｌ ｨ ｾ Ｂ Ｂ ｬ ﾷ Ｂ Ｇ Ｂ C"" ＢＢＢＧｬｾ｣ﾷｲ ｾｈｾ
_1,':'.0 a .... ｾ ｾ ':" ｾ ｟ J j" •.,:-...4. ....
th2 1 ir:terv0ntinn' (Ipppoaches dcscribecl by ｲ ｾ ｯ ｰ ［ ･ ｲ ｳ (1968) are
··12-
equally applicable to this newer formulation. An important
development of this style of accounting framework will be to
build models of the transition rates that oecur as parameters within
the aceount3. ｇ ｩ ｮ ｳ ｢ ｣ ｲ ｾ (1972) and Cordey-Hayes (1972) both empha-
size the iHlportanee of this and have given strategies for this
integrat ion of p:L'obab liB tic transition mntriees \d th lJaun al theory.
'l'his ｷ ｏ ｾ Ｎ ｩ Ｎ ｬ ､ then ｢ ･ ｾ ｩ ｮ to int.roduce the causal stl'uctupe neceusary
for the analysis of policies aimed at steering a system of regions
to\'l<.1.rdg 80Tau plClT;ned national settlement pattern.
L3 'l'ne dc!"ographic s11J1ulation model of Alr;nso providt:-3 an
int..::}"'eB\.inr: Ｇ ｊ Ｎ ･ ｊ ｩ ｬ ｵ ｬ ［ ｾ Ｓ ｴ ｲ Ｇ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ Ａ Ｑ of' the use of aTlalytical we'Ghods to the
･ ｬ ｾ Ｌ ｢ ｃ ｴ ｲ Ｎ Ｚ ｬ ｾ :i.on and cOmpl-lriROn of alterniltive ｮ ｡ ｴ Ｎ ｩ Ｎ ｯ ｮ ｾ Ｌ 1. ＰＮＺＺｴｴＱＸＱｾＺＨﾷＡＱｩＮ［
s t ｬＧｾＺ ｾ［ｅＺ C., ':: s . 1'\,;e: ve [ll ternati ve poli c ics Vlcrc tee tau; S(.lina 0 f
ｴｊｬＨＺｾ［ｃ r· f.'ll·(·t; v"l1'1.atiollC on preferred urban 5iz.c.:;, ntbcrc ｲ ･ ｾ ｬ Ｇ ･ ﾭ
sent. di;fc)'(;HL [,o.fproC!.c:hes to an equity objcctive and -Jne pol.icy
is ｛ ､ ｬ ｾ Ｚ Ｈ ［ Ｇ ｣ at e(;onorrd c e fficicney . Overall there seems to be a
vague tJade off Letween equity and efficiency in the sense that tho
Ir:DSt ef:'iei cnt ec:onolnic grO\'!th policy is the ｮ ｾ ｏ ｇ ｴ inequit8.blc: and
vice. vc)o:;a. It \'!ill be of interest to compapc tloiE:sc: ｲｾｳｵｬｴｳ \'litb
the p)'()(tl.ct:ic.)) f'tmct.i.on ;J.ppr·oach to the ｴ Ｎ ｬ Ｂ ｡ ､ Ｈ ｾ off ｬ ＾ Ｈ ｾ ｏ ｩ ｩ Ｇ ｬ ｾ ｾ Ｈ Ｚ ｲ ｬ rfTlnrJ.:il
｣ ｱ ｬ Ｎ ｩ Ｚ Ｚ Ｇ ｾ Ｇ ｊ i.rld. cf'f.i.r·.i.C't'lc:y (1(;,:C:J:'.iLed bj ｬ ﾷ Ｇ Ｈ ｾ ｬ Ｇ ｯ Ｎ (J.I)7:)). Hu\,;(:ver, 0111: lJiUSt
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A major weakness of the Alonso model is that it considerably
I
underplays the importance of the inter-dependent link ｢ ･ ｴ ｷ ･ ｾ ｮ
i
demographic growth and economic growth. Alonso ｡ ｣ ｫ ｮ ｯ ｷ ｬ ･ ､ ｧ ･ ｾ
this, but then argues that the ｰ ｯ ｶ ･ ｾ ｴ ｹ of location theory ｦ ｾ ｲ
,
footloose industry and for service activity means that a joint
model mediating ､ ･ ｭ ｯ ｾ ｲ ｡ ｰ ｨ ｩ ｣ gro1Jlth and the dynamics of
location of economic activity is some distance away. This is
partly true, (and offers an interesting challange to the IIASA
urban project) but perhaps this economic-demographic link is
best found in terms· of a more stochastic approach rather than
the deterministic, static, behavioural approach of location
theory t;uggestecJ by Alonso (some comments are given on this in the
next se:::tion) ..
4.4 Whi)st partly agreeing with Alonso's assessment,
it is important to note that his own model implicitly contains
a crude economic gro\'lth model based on a correlation betvieen incorflt:
and population potential. And by not making this economic model
explicit, his rCRults cun be very misleading. It is impossible to
side-step this problem of the dynamics of the inter-dependent
interact iOll bet"!cen democraphi c movements and e conOl";. c growth
and this means that mir;ration theories must play an important role
in ｲ ｷ ､ ･ ｾ ｳ of natIonal settlement systems. Further, implem!:'ni;ation
of ｮ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｾ ｬ ｡ ｬ uJ"'ban policy j mplies a steerin£!: of migration f'lO'lln
policy var:u:::.ble.
4.5 ｂ ･ ｦ ｯ ｾ ･ goinr on to discuss migration, it is ｷ ｯ ｲ ｾ ｨ
advance on the above approaches by combining the analytical
rigour of the Wilson approach with the policy orientation of the
Alonso simulation, and at the same time attempting to ｳ ｴ ｲ ･ ｮ ｧ ｴ ｾ ･ ｮ
the demographic-economic link of the latter. The work of
Cordey-Hayes and Gleave looks explicitly at this link for city
regions in the U.K., and a variant on this approach could per-
haps he inte grated \'Ii th those above to provide an initial proto-
type frame\'10rk, or demonstration modelj" related to national
ｳ ･ ｴ ｴ ｬ ･ ｭ ｾ ｮ ｴ policy.
5. Mir,ration
5.1 This section ｣ ｯ ｮ ｳ ｩ ､ ･ ｲ ｾ the inadequacles of current
theories of inter-urban population migration and outli.nes the
lonf,er term implications of these inadequacies for the building
of models of national settlement systems.
5.2 The traditional economic approach. to migration is
summarir;ed in the flow diagram belm",:
-----, Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ ｾ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ
... ｾｾｾｾｾｾＱ
4t
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - --
High unem- Out - In - !IHeh Wages
ploY/llent. rt Mir.;ration ｾ 1;1igration ｾ LOl'1 unem- Ii
IJO\1 \-lages ployment
--.
｛ ｌ ｡ ｢ ｯ ｾ Ｇ ｌ ｊsur::J 1
tt
• , --A .• ._
The theory is esnentially based on a 'push-pull' phenomenon
that seems intui.1;ively sensible--migration is motivated by
poor en"i110ymcnt conditions (1m., "taces, hi gh unemployment) and
ｭ ｩ ･ ｲ ｡ ｮ ｴ ｾ arc differentially attracted to areas with ｨ ｩ ､ ｾ ｷ ｮ ｾ ･ ｳ
and 10\'; une:r:ployl;lf.'nt. Such a prc.\cess is sc1f-equ:il'ibratillf::
since olIt-'migration reduces the] abour surplus and vice-·versn.
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labour has been used to link the employment and deomographic
sectors of a number of regional models (for example, see Hamilton,
1969). The basic hypotheses that underlie the above push-pull
theory is that in-migration is directly related to the economic
attractiveness of an area, and that out-migration is inversely
proportional to in-migration.
5.3 A great deal of research was carried out on migration
in the 1960' s and the general conclusion was that in-migration
could be interpreted in terms of concepts of economic attractiveness,
but several researchers (in particular Lowry, 1966, and Lansing
and )-1ueller, 1968) conclude that per capita gross out-migration
is independent of the economic characteristics of the generating
region, that is the per capita rates of out-migration-are similar
Ｇ ｦ ｯ ｾ Ｇ ｡ ｬ ｬ ｲ ･ ｾ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｳ irrespective of their economic character. Thus,
there are two rival hypotheses on the relationship between the
directional components of mi gra tion; these are: (i)1 the standard
econom5c hypothesis that in- and out-migration are inversely
related, and (ii) the empirically derived hypothenis that
out-mirration is independent of the" economic characteristics
of an area (and is therefore unrelated to in-migration which
is dependent on areal characteristics).
5.4 The difference between these two hypothese have
impol'tant i,Tilplications for national sett1elnent policy
considerations. }1'or example, the second implies t11at pOlicies
aimed at halting out-migration are likely to be ineffective and
the bcr,t that can be achieved" is to ｳ ｴ ･ ｾ ｲ out-rni ｾ ｔ Ｇ ｡ ｮ ｴ ｳ a.Wf.>,y from
ccng,ested cities to selected gro\'ltb areas. Cordey-Hayes and
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Gleave (1973), have tested these hypotheses by reference to city-
region data for England and Wales. It was found that neither
hypothesis "TaS correct and in fact, a strong d'ire'ct correlation
hetween the per ciapita rateD of in-migration and out-migration was
observed. That is, areas with the highest rates of in-migration
also had the hiehest per capita out-migration rates. Declining
regions were ｯ ｢ ｳ ･ ｲ ｶ ｾ ､ to have the lowest per capita rates of
ｯ ｵ ｾ Ｍ ｭ ｩ ｧ ｲ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ and minimal in-migration. Decline should
there fore be associated "lith a lack of a compens ating flO1'l 0 f
ｩｮＭｲｮｩｧｲ｡ｮｴｾＬ rather than with high out-migration.
5.5 This direct relationship between the directional com-
. ponents of migration was explained by a dynamic mechanism
which associated rer:ional out-mie;ration with in-migrants from
a .. pl"'evious time period. That is, an intrinsic attractiveness
concept was used to explain the differential attraction of
i
mierants to specific destinations, but then a positive
feedback mechanism was introduced such that recent migrants
to an area were more likely to move on again than were the
rcmainder of the resident population who had established a
strone ｮ ･ ｴ ｷ ｯ ｲ ｾ of social and economic ties in the area.
This feedback based on differential mobility satisfactorily cxplains
the ｾ Ｚ ｾ ｾ ｮ ｾ ｾ ｾ that ｲ ･ ｬ ｡ ｴ ｾ ｳ the directional component of miBration)
.
but \'lhat is misr.dne is an a.ssociated theory of labour mob iIi ty.
Currently, a theory which looks at intcr-urban migration as an
extension of the local labour market is being deveJoped and tcsted
( ｒ ﾷｲＮＧｬｾ ':h -, ','•'. ..... (. '. > 1972) GleClve and ｃ ｯ ｲ ､ ｣ ｾ ｹ Ｍ ｈ ｡ ｹ ･ ｳ Ｌ Ｑ ｾ Ａ Ｗ Ｑ Ａ Ｉ •
outli.ncd in thc flow diagram below.
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5.6 Here the probability of out-migration is hypothe-
sized to depend on local employment condition, the differential
mobility of individuals within the region, and on their know-
:edge/information of the opportunities outside their own region.
It is further hypothesized that a regional labour market in which
there are many job vacancies and low unemployment will generally
have a rapid voluntary turnover of jobs. This is because employees
have a relatively risk free opportunity to change theLr jobs
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in an attempt to ma.tch their differential skills and tastes to a
differentiated job market. This matching of abilities and ·tastes
to jobs can be rcr,arded as a stochastic learning process in which
movers are acquiring new skills and gaining information not only
of the local labour market but also of a more extensive one. That
is, conditions that favour' local labour marlcet turnover are also
those that induce occupational mobility and Bive a better ｫ ｮ ｯ ｾ ｬ ･ ､ ｧ ･
of spatially move extensive labour markets--both of these increase
the likelihood of inter-urban migration (as indicated by the posi-
tive feedback arrows in the flow diagram). The high ｮ ｵ ｭ ｢ ･ ｾ of job
vacancies also attract migrants from other regions and therefore
growth regions will be characterised by high in-migration and
high out-migration.
5.7 Conversely, low vacancies and high unemployment lead
to a static local labour market with few people changing
jobs. The tightness of the labour market produces caution, over-
specialisation and possibly low productivity. Low turnover results
in individuals not having the opportunity to enter the learning
proce;;s that "1ar; outlined above and there is ] i ttle occupational
5.8 These arguments are not i.ntended to be rigorous here,
they td 1:; sij";'lply to re-cast :i nter-urbnn migration in a. way
that haD implications for both research and pol.icy on
nationn.} ｳ ･ ｴ ｴ ｬ ･ ｭ Ｂ ｾ ｮ ｴ systems.
ir;lp) ｪ ｣ ｡ ｾ Ｎ ions for reSf:>arclJ.
F · t 1 . ｾｉＧＺ＾ ;. • f1Irs y, ｣ ｯ ｮ ｓ ｬ ｣ ｾ ｲ Jrle. y the
5.9 'J.'....)c'.' ｽＬＬＺＭＬＨＮｾｾｪｬ ｾ ••...• ＺﾷＮｩｾｾＧﾷＮﾷｉｾＮＺＬ＾ｳＱＭＮ '·}).'.l!"". 7'.'.".l 1 ,-, "''';.1.. I. ｾ on'"'· r;-., 0-" .....,,\.•ｾ Ｌ Ｂ Ｇ Ｇ Ｇ ·_0 ｾ -" . v.,.' '-J ｉ Ｂ ｾ ｾ Ｑ Ｇ Ｚ ［ ｉ Ｎ Ｚ ｻ ｟ ｉ Ｌ Ａ Ｂ Ｆ ｬ Ｉ ｃ Ｚ Ｍ
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mechanism between the supply and demand for labour is incorrect.
Therefore, the results of ｲ ･ ｾ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｡ ｬ and inter-regional models ｾ
based on this conceptual linkage should be treated with
caut ion (Hamil ｴ ｯ ｲ ｾ Ｌ 1969, Forrester, 1969, Kanuanoff, 1972).
It is oJ' interest. to compare the flO'\' diagrar.:s for the 'standard eco-
nomic ｴ ｨ ｾ ｯ ｲ ｹ Ｇ (p. 14) and the 'mobility theory' sketched above
The forn.or in based on a determinintic chain of mono-causality
and is :.itatjc. 'l'he latter is stochastic, with many feedbacl{
loops ｣ ｾ ｶ ｩ ｮ ｲ Ｎ Ｚ mUlt:i.-causnlity and is dynamic .. i'lhereas the concepts
of the t r'adi tion::11 economic approach are homor.:cneous labour,
complete information and perfect mobj.lity, the approach argued
here is based upen heterogeneous labour, partial information and
strong Cifferential mobility. It considers that the labo'ur ｭ ｡ ｲ Ｑ Ｎ ｾ ･ ｴ
is a cOI'plex stochastic process that involves interactions amongst
many pa)·ticipants--and therefore should be modelled as such.
One of the key ｶ ｾ ｲ ｩ ｡ ｢ ｬ ･ ｳ in a stochastic linkage between the derno-
graphic and erop] o:nnent sectors is thp. dynar.dc concept of job
vacancy. In a separate context (that of manpower planning), severRl
la.bour j;,arket mo(cls based on a dynamic treatmcnt of job vacancic-s
have: b(:l. n de:vc]o)'.ed (ITo] t and David, 1966; ｈ ｯ Ｎ ｲ ｲ ｩ ｴ ｾ ｯ ｮ ｾ Ｇ Ｚ ｨ ｪ ｴ ･ Ｌ 1970;
Bartl'loJ (,p'jeVl, 19 '(1 ), and thcse are currently vein£,: researched in
an atteFpt to linl{ migration to a ntochastic treatment of ｴ ｨ ｾ
con:ponel,ts of eJnployl:Jent change (Gleave, Cordey-Hayes, 1974).
5.10 Hore: generally) the above research on riligration sug_·
ｾ ･ ｒ ｴ ｦ ［ ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ it "'Jol.lld be ycry useful to develop a nlethodolol!S ｣ ｡ Ｎ ｬ Ｇ Ｍ Ｂ ｪ ｬ ｊ ｬ ｦ ｾ
r f ＮＨｾ ｾ ,r• .-:· r- r. ", #' 4- • 1"1 J r .....ｾ ] • ..... .... ·1CJ ..-, ,_,.• ·.").n!. (lC,.,.,.'<!,·Jon". )1\)1,:· .11./ (.)1',.
PotentiaL:'y) ｾ Ｎ ｨ ･ fra:: Ｎ ｩ Ｇ Ａ ｏ ｽ Ｇ ｾ ｾ
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\'Iould hc able to jnter.:rate spatial 3cttlcment sYGterns ''lith
sociological concepts of relative opportunity, occupational
lIlobility and equity.
5.11 On the policy side, the ｲ ･ ｾ ｵ ｬ ｴ ｳ suggest that a
large part of inter-urban migration in developed countries
is a spontaneous movement of individuals moving from economic
'strength to strength' (rather than being 'pushed' from
economically weak regions). This is of interest because
it suggests ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ there may be a more subtle ｲ ･ Ｍ ｳ ｴ ｲ ｵ ｣ ｴ ｵ ｲ ｩ ｮ ｾ
occuring than simply the growth and ｾ ･ ｣ ｬ ｩ ｮ ･ of some regions.
Also, the result implies that national settlement policy does
not need to stimulate ｲ ｮ ｩ ｦ ｾ ｲ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ but simply to channel it
to selected ｾ ｲ ｯ ｷ ｴ ｨ areas. But these growth areas will be more
successful if they have a diverse range of job opportunities,
provi clinE: a set tillg for voluntary job turnover and occupa-
tional mobility, rather than a highly specialized employed
structure based on one or tvlO large plants.
5.12 The l'esul ts also suegest that it is inevi table
that each rer,ion lose a substantial proportion of its young,
dynmd.c Ｈ ｾ ｮ ､ )Yiost mobile population each year', and thc'ref'ore
national settlement policy should recognize that new or
･ ｸ ｰ ｡ ｮ ､ ｩ ｮ ｾ towns will have to be continualJ'l attracting
popul atLm to compensate for the laree numbers who vlill
leave ｩ ｲ Ｇ ｾ Ｂ ･ ｳ ｰ ｣ ｣ ｴ ｩ ve of how successful the to'.'m may be.
5.13 These conc)usionn do not, of course, have univcr-
｣ Ｇ ［ ｯ ｭ ｾ ｲ ｾ Ｈ ｾ ｮ ｴ 'process t.hen ｴ ｨ ｦ ｾ conclusions are far- J ＨＮｾＬ［［ ciJpl'i CfJb 1c.
Ｚ Ｎ Ｑ ｪ ｻ ｾ t gpC::ltaneity' of i.nter-urban
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to apply in both market and socialist economies (Matlin,
Tshukhnov, 1974). Also, variants on the above stochastic
approaches (but which are still structured upon differential
mobility, information, and local labour market conditions)
are likely to be more generally applicable than the traditional
deterministic models based on neo-classical economics.
6. Conclusions
5.1 r:l.'his brief perspective on models of national settlement
ｳ ｹ ｳ ｴ ｾ ｲ ｮ ｳ serves to conclude that:
(i) Models of city size distributions do not provide an
adequate frame\'lork for national settlement policy considerations,
but they do usefully draw attention to the hierarchical· structure
and" ｦｾＱｉＱ｣ｴｪ omll interdependencies that exist between c1. ties.
'fhere are severa1 important policy questions on hi el'archical
I
restructuri.ng that need to be considered, and ｾ ﾷ ｾ ｡ ｲ ｫ ｯ ｶ models
may have a role to play in this.
( .. \].1 i Inter-re eional input-output mode Is are fIe xib Ie tools
direcLly app11cnhJc to settlement policy. They appear to provide how-
E.'vel' ｲｾ r:lr·thodoloCY more appropriate to onc:···off ｳ ｴ ｵ ､ ｩ ｻ Ｍ ｾ ｦ ［ than a
gener'al U'leol'Y. Jnput··output analyser. are also demand oriented
end do ｮ ｯ ｾ consider arglomeration ･ ｣ ｯ ｮ ｯ ｉ ｔ Ａ ｩ ･ ｾ ［ and Iocational p1'8-
fnrenccs. ｋ ｬ ｾ ｡ ｳ ｳ ｣ ｮ ｬ ｳ attraction analysis aims to alleviate
this lJy ｾ Ｎ ｮ Ｈ ［ ｲ ｯ ｲ Ａ ｵ ｣ ｩ ｮ ｇ these intc'rdependencies of suppl;y) and U·j fi
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of the:: FL:';IJR ｰＡＧｯｪＨｾ｣ｴ '1Ii.11 he of interest in this respect.
(iii) Inter-regional demographic models ｡ ｲ ｾ conceptually
!
i
relatively ｳ ｴ ｲ ｡ ｩ ｾ ｬ ｴ forward and the Alonso formulation can be'
used to Ｘ ｾ ､ ｲ ･ ｳ ｳ important policy questions relating to pre-
ferred cj '; .. y si ze) equity and national erowth. But until these
inter-ref'tOn:'}l den'ographic: models arc more strongly linked to
the dynar··'.cs of ･ ｣ ［ Ｚ Ｉ ｮ ｯ ｾ ｮ ｩ ｣ r-:ro':ttb) their results are lilwly to
b-: mis le21inr::.
(i v) The trClditional deJ':'1ographic-economic link in \-lhich
Ti'lgrat:ioL is seen as an ･ ｱ ｵ ｩ ｬ ｪ ｢ ｲ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｮ ｛ ｾ mechanism ｢ ･ ｴ Ｂ ｬ ･ ｾ ｮ the
supply a.Y1J c1c'T:land fop labour is of doubtful value ....:hen COI1-
r:. ided.ng ｾ ﾷ Ｎ ｩ Ｑ ･ dynar:iics of the interdependent interactions be-
t18en th0 growth ｳ ｾ ｣ ｴ ｯ ｲ ｳ Ｎ Research is required to recast miera-
t . on J. n 1 .·re ;;,:;ne'>·ll terI>1S-'-SClJne progr'e5s to ､ ｾ ｴ ･ on this "'las
Ｈ Ｎ Ｇ ｾ ｴ ｬ ｩ ｮ ･ ､ Ｎ
(v) The JIM:',,\ urban project shou.ld p)'oh(l.bly ｡ ｩ ｮ ｾ to hnve
operation;11 fairly quickly a model that could begin to provide
t1i0 ｦ Ｎ ｾ ﾷ ｮ ｣ Ｚ ｾ Ｇ Ｚ ｾ Ｌ ［ of a C'lI1lTi10n conceptual framework for the polj cy
f.'JJJr:' th: .:. [Jr"'h:'ll':', a promising approach is a fusion of
ce,uld lJCt< n Oii tb:; ｾ Ｎ Ｇ Ｎ quite soon, but it is probably better to
d,'lay thL: unt il <'1 fu] leT' nnd more thouGhtful GloSC'f.\Sn:,.'nt of
-23-
- 6.2 'l'his perspecti ve of models of national ｾ Ｓ ･ ｴ ｴ ｬ ･ Ｍ
rnent poljcy is baned largely on the literature of the regional
science schools of the North Americas and \'lestcrn Europe.
It is hoped that in the forthcoming months we will gather litera-
ture fy'om the ［ Ｌ ｯ ｶ ｩ ｊ ｾ ｴ Union, and perhaps Dr. ｾ ｯ ｬ ｻ ｯ ｬ ｯ ｶ could pre-
pp.!'e 2.n :: Tli tinl ｾ ｈ ｾ ｭ ｭ ｡ ｲ ｹ of this literature. These impressionu
c()uld the:) be inter:rated to form a ,·dder per-specti ve early in
July.
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